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Great things in business aren't
achieved by one person but a
whole team of people

Introduction
At Prospect Tree Mortgages, we believe that
buying a home should be painless and remortgaging should be simple.
Unfortunately, the process of securing a
mortgage can often be a real headache for
some people. With so many to choose from,
it’s hard to know where to start. If you go
direct to a lender, it can take several hours
just to fill in the paperwork, several weeks
wait for an appointment and there’s no
guarantee you’ll be accepted.
If you're turned down, you leave a paper trail
that could add risk to any future applications
you make, all this can add up to a lot of stress
and hassle. It can also leave vendors nervous
if there is a delay in instructing surveyors.

Not just top notch mortgage brokers
but great people with the best levels of
customer service - can not recommend
them enough. Great team.
We do all the hard work, from
application all the way through to
completion. Because we are
Independent and whole of market, we
are sure to find clients the right deal.
Our mortgage advisers provide
straight-talking mortgage advice –
whether you are a first-time buyer,
remortgaging, buying to let, or simply
buying a new home.
Our aim is to ensure that each member
of your staff has professional,
experienced and quality advice on their
mortgage needs.
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Partnership

Working with

PROSPECT TREE

Our office is located in Smeeth,
near Ashford in Kent. Acorn
Barn, Wembdon Business
Centre, Bower Road, Smeeth,
Kent, TN25 6SZ

Different

WE ARE
FIVE STAR
RATED

We accommodate to
our clients - starting
with a chat over the
phone/ video chat.

DIFFERENT

Fair Commission

Collaborate

Confidence

If you send us a
client who does
business with us,
we will pay a
percentage of any
commission
recieved

Having a
collaborative
relationship with us
means that your
clients have access
to experts in the
mortgage and
protection field.

Client feedback is
important to us.
With over 275 five
star reviews so far,
referring to us with
confidence is
easy.

Collaborate with us
What our customers say

Simon Jasinski
Google
5 Star review
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What makes us

IBISWorld estimates that the percentage of
business conducted online increased 27.9% in
2020 alone

"Graeme and Robin were very helpful in arranging
a suitable mortgage with best market rates for our
pending house move. Regular communication
kept us in the loop at every stage, and also beat
our previous life cover quote with some helpful
advice to boot! A friendly, helpful and professional
service, would highly recommend!"
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"Whilst shopping around for mortgages, my partner
and I came across Prospect Tree, Phil and the guys
have been amazing through the whole process not
just with finding the best mortgage but helping with all
the life insurance and other bits that come with it.
They have dealt with everything leaving us stressfree. So thankful for finding them and grateful for their
help! 100% recommend"
N & Taryn
Reviews.io
5 Star review

If we earn, then
you earn as well
We pay you on all of the
commission we earn. This
includes any life insurance. Most
brokers will only pay on mortgage
commission. Life insurance often
makes up over 50% of what the
broker earns

We are keen to work in partnership with
you. So we always look for ways which
we can collaborate with your brand.
Social media
Marketing
Training
Charity
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Your business

Integrating with

YOUR BUSINESS

WE ARE
FIVE STAR
RATED

Nick and John delivered
provided a great insight into
how sporting professionals can
prepare themselves to succeed
in the property market.
We are keen to help you develop your
business and are keen to find out how we can
help you reach your professional goals.

It doesn't matter what industry you
work in, if your customers need
mortgage and protection advice you
can earn commission just by sending
them over to us.

Estate Agents
Estate agents that work closely with a
mortgage advisor offer their clients the
best possible experience. They can
assist their buyers by making them
'offer ready', and, keep their vendors
happy by pre-qualifying buyers.

Having pre-qualified buyers and sellers
ensures that you aren't wasting your
time with potential fall-throughs and
enables you to make more money out
of your existing clients.
The majority of agents speak to more
buyers than sellers and most buyers
will invariably end up offering through
another agent. By sending clients to us
you will still have an opportunity to
earn commission from buyers that offer
on a property with another estate
agency.

Smart choice
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WHY WORKING WITH US IS THE
SMART CHOICE...
Estate agents who
work closely with a
mortgage advisor give
their clients the best
possible experience.

We will provide you with
a dedicated mortgage
expert who will fully
support your team.

Your vendors will be
delighted that viewers
arrive pre-qualified and
will know you're
working with their best
interests in mind.

Your team will work
more time-efficiently by
dealing with qualified
buyers who they know
can purchase.

Introducer Hub

Save money

We have created an entire area of our
website specifically designed to help
and assist our partners. The 'introducer
hub' will give you access to information
such as the latest interest rates,
access to useful documents as well as
training and marketing materials. You
can access this from your mobile too.
Making it quick and easy to pass
referrals over to Prospect Tree.

As most agents charge a 'success fee'
when it turns out your seller can't move
- you will have most likely wasted time
and money on the marketing of their
home. By building a 'moving'
conversation into your listing process
you will ensure your sellers can afford
to move before you waste time and
money marketing their home.
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Commission

Lettings
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COMMISSION

YOUR BUSINESS

Prospect Tree Mortgages will pay
you 20% on ALL of the commission
we earn. Other brokers usually only
pay on the mortgage procuration
fee which is often less than half of
the overall commission. Once the
lender/ insurance company pays
us, we will produce a commission
statement for you and pay you on
the last Thursday of every month.
This way you can keep track of how
much you have earnt by passing
business to us.

Managing Agent

Lettings
Agents

What it could look like...
We recommend the following model
for incentivising staff and maximising
your returns

1 deal

Tenants who's
income is
protected will still
be able to pay
rent, even if they
are unable to
work. Leading to
less evictions and
happier landlords.
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Earning your

Integrating with

Help your landlords
save money by offering
them a regular
mortgage and
protection review.
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Help tenants
feel secure in
their home by
recommending
they speak to
us, to protect
their income.
Earn a
percentage of the
commission paid
to us for every
client who takes
cover.

Show landlords
you are taking
every precaution to
rent their property
to the best possible
tenant.

Average Commission £220
£50 for staff
£170 for the business

5 deals

5 deals per month pays £850 with £250
incentive for staff.

10 deals

Per annum
£3,000 for staff
£10,200 for business

60 deals

£0

£5,000

£10,000

£15,000
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Marketing

The Hub

Introducer
Hub
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Increasing your

MARKETING REACH

Quick & Easy
Referrals
Marketing Tools
Training Materials
Document
downloads

We will give you the tools which
you need to be successful
The introducer hub has been built with you in mind.
We constantly update our library of resources and
also have forms for specific marketing and training
requests.
Quick & Easy Referrals - as the introducer hub
can be accessed on the go, you will find it quicker
and easier than ever to pass business to us. Fill
out the short form in the hub and we will take care
of the rest.
Marketing Tools - social media is bigger than ever
and the need for new content can often leave you
scratching your head. Look no further than the hub
to find new content for your social media, website,
window displays or hand-outs.

Reach more customers in
your area

Document Store - this section has
useful sales aids and trackers to help
you keep on top of your business or
illustrate to your customers.
Training Materials - useful scripts and
infographics to help up-skill your team
and make the most out of them.

As long as it hasn't already been
claimed, when you partner with us, we
will build you a dedicated area landing
page. This page will direct customers
looking for estate agents or mortgage
advice in your area directly to your
website.

Feature properties
On this page you will be able to feature
properties and developments which need

some additional marketing impetus. This
is also something you can mention to
potential vendors when you need some
additional leverage against the
competition.
Any properties featured on our website
will also be personally promoted to our
clients if it meets their requirements.
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Coverage

Training

Build a team you can rely on
As well as on-going support, we can
offer training programmes to our
partners.

1-2-1 Training

Lunch & Learn

FS Focus Days

Your dedicated training team
As well as expert mortgage advisors, our team
are also experts in sales training and coaching.
We know that the higher skilled your team, the
more business they can pass us and the more
commission we can inevitably pass back to you.

Our marketing manager trained estate
agents for the largest independent
estate agency in the south east.
Any requests for training are only a
phone call away. You can even
request training via the introducer
hub.

NATIONWIDE
COVERAGE
We organise
mortgages &
protection all
over the UK
We can't wait to hear
from you...
0800 8620 840
contact@ptmortgagesltd.co.uk
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